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THe Zemblan WHo Came in from THe Cold, or 
nabokov’s PaLE FirE, CHanCe, and THe Cold 
War

by sTeven belleTTo

in his revised autobiography, Speak, Memory (1966), vladimir 
nabokov recounts two chance events that had come to haunt his 
later life and fiction: the moment when his father was murdered 
by an assassin’s bullet meant for another and the moment when as 
a boy nabokov happened upon his brother sergey’s diary. That the 
accidental death of nabokov’s father (born 20 July) was personally 
significant—and a plausible germ for the accidental shooting of John 
shade in Pale Fire (1962) on 21 July 1959—seems obvious; what is 
less clear is why his youthful snooping should be so poignant to him 
as a man in his sixties. Part of the answer comes toward the end of 
Speak, Memory, when the usually-eloquent nabokov admits that for 
“various reasons i find it inordinately hard to speak about my other 
brother [sergey].”1 What he does remember with characteristic vivid-
ness, however, is the moment he transgressed his brother’s personal 
privacy: “[a] page from his diary that i found on his desk and read, 
and in stupid wonder showed to my tutor, who promptly showed it 
to my father, abruptly provided a retroactive clarification of certain 
oddities of behavior on his part.”2 These “oddities” pertained, no 
doubt, to sergey’s homosexuality, about which the grown nabokov 
had long felt uncomfortable, and which is referred to so obliquely 
in the autobiography that it remains—like sergey himself—virtually 
absent. by couching his brother’s homosexuality as an unspoken secret 
that would have been better left undiscovered, nabokov in Speak, 
Memory confines the treatment of homosexuality to elliptical code 
words: sergey is accorded a scant few sentences and thus barely exists 
for the reader. in the novel Pale Fire, on the other hand, the voluble 
Charles kinbote gives over hundreds of pages of his “Commentary” 
to the tale of mythical Zembla, a narrative that functions, in part, to 
manage the open secret of kinbote’s own homosexuality. This secret 
makes him the object of persecution by a Cold War community that 
displaces a patriotism based on anti-Communism with a patriotism 
based on something equally pernicious—homophobia. Taking a cue 
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from the chance events nabokov insists were significant to his own life, 
i want to read the numerous and varied chance moments in Pale Fire 
as central to the design of the novel to see how the work intervenes in 
mid-century controversies about Communism and sexuality.

******

although Pale Fire may seem to be only an old-world aesthete’s novel 
of wordplay and allusion that is blissfully disengaged from real-world 
Cold War politics, it is in fact this very wordplay that allows nabokov 
to engage cultural narratives that prescribed the limits of mid-century 
reality—a word that nabokov tended to use gingerly, with quotation 
marks.3 in Pale Fire, the politics of late 1950s america look enough 
like the “containment narrative” familiar to Cold War scholars (and 
kinbote’s invented Zembla looks enough like a soviet satellite state) that 
we ought to ask to what end nabokov is refracting real-world politics 
through the prism of his aesthetics.4 The aspect of Cold War political 
culture of particular importance to Pale Fire is the pervasive practice of 
eliding differences among the so-called enemies of democratic freedom 
to read homosexuals as political threats on par with Communists. for 
nabokov, the logic of what i will refer to as the homophobic narra-
tive was as tragically absurd as the logic of kinbote’s tale of Zembla, 
a parallel made visible by noticing how both phenomena attempt to 
control or manage chance.5 nabokov challenges the cultural logic of 
the homophobic narrative by allowing chance to infiltrate his novel on 
the local linguistic level, as well as on the broader level of plot. The 
novel’s form frustrates linear reading not only because we are asked 
to hop from footnote to footnote—in a manner familiar to contempo-
rary hypertext readers—but also because the text itself is dense with 
allusions, puns, and other wordplay. such moments are more than 
just examples of nabokov’s multilingual virtuosity, however, for they 
can be read as instances of political intervention. as Jonathan Culler 
reminds us, puns foreground “an opposition that we find difficult to 
evade or overcome: between accident or meaningless convergence 
and substance or meaningful relation. We treat this opposition as a 
given, presuming that any instance must be one or the other. but puns, 
or punning, may help us to displace the opposition by experiencing 
something like ‘meaningful coincidence’ or ‘convergence that affects 
meaning,’ convergence that adumbrates an order to be comprehended 
or explored.”6 Culler’s proposition is helpful for understanding Pale 
Fire because it suggests that puns negotiate the difference between 
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chance and design. as sites of “meaningful coincidence”—of two per-
haps-chance vectors meeting to form meaning—puns are also examples 
of how chance can expose the explanatory poverty of narratives that 
shun chance and disorder in the hope of diminishing or closing off 
meaning—as, for example, the Cold War homophobic narrative does 
when it equates homosexuality with everything from minor forms of 
subversion to outright treason.

The play among various types of designed coincidence and the sort 
of chance “meaningless convergence” that, Culler suggests, puns make 
possible characterizes much of Pale Fire. not only do puns, slips of 
the pen, life-changing accidents, and uncanny coincidences abound 
in shade’s poem “Pale fire” and in kinbote’s “Commentary,” but as 
virtually every Pale Fire critic has noticed, the novel also crackles with 
coincidences and correspondences among its parts. That is, the distinct 
sections of Pale Fire, ostensibly written by two separate characters, 
exhibit coincidental similarities and echoes that demand attention.7 i 
suggest we take such coincidences as thematic; nabokov associates 
the profuse meanings of his text with the complexity of the real world, 
neither of which can be accounted for by cultural narratives that close 
down varieties of meaning.8

kinbote’s scholarly work in Pale Fire makes meaning from coin-
cidences—he perceives a meaning in shade’s text that is unrelated 
to the meaning we presume is intended by the poet, a perception 
based on chance textual or linguistic associations. This misreading 
does to shade’s text what Culler’s puns do for readers: it exposes the 
uncomfortably short distance between “meaningless convergence” 
and “meaningful relation.” some plot exposition will clarify how this 
relationship works in Pale Fire: the mad scholar kinbote has moved 
next door to the famed and beloved poet shade, who is working on 
a longish poem in heroic couplets called “Pale fire.” When shade is 
accidentally shot by an insane-asylum escapee, kinbote absconds with 
the manuscript of “Pale fire” and begins to compose the annotations 
that make up the bulk of Pale Fire-the-novel. although shade’s poem 
is about his marriage and his dead daughter, kinbote’s exegesis centers 
around an imagined version of himself: his notes have little to do with 
shade’s subject but instead tell the tale of the deposed king Charles 
ii of Zembla, a political refugee who turns out to be kinbote himself. 
We also learn that in kinbote’s fantasy, he is posing as a college pro-
fessor in order to evade Jakob Gradus, a Communist-like “extremist” 
assassin who is hunting kinbote across the globe. When Gradus finally 
arrives in new Wye, home of shade and quiet Wordsmith College, 
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he aims for kinbote but “quite accidentally” hits shade, which for 
kinbote neatly explains the poet’s meaningless death at the hand of 
a mental patient actually seeking revenge on the judge who put him 
away.9 While, as i will suggest, the genesis of the Zembla narrative is 
kinbote’s pariah status as a homosexual in the new Wye (new york) 
community of 1958–1959, the engine driving much of the tale—the 
assassination plot—exists to convert shade’s accidental death from a 
freak chance event to an effect explicable by clear causal progression.10 
in short, through kinbote’s narrativization, shade’s death paradoxically 
becomes both cause and effect of the Zembla story.11

as kinbote relates the gripping tale of his escape from revolutionary 
Zembla, he also insists that before the extremists staged their coup 
Zembla was a land where sexuality could be practiced in all its forms, 
and king Charles himself was a free homosexual now compelled to 
keep a lower profile—both politically and sexually—in the states. as 
i will argue in this essay, nabokov’s emphasis on kinbote’s homosexu-
ality serves to parody the contemporary homophobia of Cold War 
psychiatrists and social critics: the novel suggests that homophobic 
narratives are as farfetched as kinbote’s Zembla narrative. i want to 
thus demonstrate first that nabokov is writing in and against very spe-
cific cultural narratives; and second, to argue that nabokov, among the 
many other things he does in Pale Fire, also exploits chance, linguistic 
and otherwise, as a strategy for destabilizing the staid homophobic 
narrative of the 1950s and early 1960s. in the end, i hope this argu-
ment will not only suggest that greater attention be paid to the ways 
that nabokov’s ethics are enfolded into his aesthetics in this and all 
his mature works but also the ways in which Pale Fire in particular 
makes chance legible as political critique.12

nabokov links the chance inherent in language with the chance of 
homosexual political treason by having kinbote conflate or confuse 
his homosexuality with his insistence that he is king Charles, a claim 
made visible to readers by his coincidental analysis of “Pale fire.” 
in the “foreword,” for example, the chairman of his department at 
Wordsmith College takes kinbote aside to urge that he “be more 
careful” because a “boy had complained to his adviser” (P, 25). after 
explaining that he merely criticized the literature course of a fellow 
professor, kinbote laughs in “sheer relief” and muses to himself: “[The 
chairman] always behaved with such exquisite courtesy toward me that 
i sometimes wondered if he did not suspect what shade suspected, and 
what only three people (two trustees and the president of the college) 
definitely knew” (P, 25). kinbote figures himself as a “suspect,” yet 
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the thing that few people “definitely knew” would differ depending on 
who was asked—the chairman is warning kinbote about monitoring his 
sexuality, whereas kinbote assumes the warning is about maintaining 
his incognito as mild-mannered college professor.13

an iteration of this early conflation bookends the final movement 
of the novel, when kinbote and shade are walking across the lawn 
where shade will soon be shot. knowing that “Pale fire” is complete, 
or nearly so, kinbote makes shade an offer:

“and if you agree to show me your ‘finished product,’ there will be 
another treat: i promise to divulge to you why i gave you, or rather 
who gave you, your theme.”
 “What theme?” said shade absently . . .
 “our blue inenubilable Zembla . . .
 “ah,” said shade, “i think i guessed your secret quite some time 
ago.” (P, 288)

This example suggests that despite his best efforts, kinbote-the-suspect 
is unable to stabilize the meaning of certain words—in this case “secret.” 
although shade has been privy to the fevers of kinbote’s mind (unlike 
the chairman), the guessed “secret” here refers to kinbote’s mental 
instability, a state of mind at least partly induced by the fact that the 
homophobic narrative figures kinbote’s homosexuality as pathological, 
the results of which, as shade has also guessed, trigger the Zembla 
narrative.14 by this late in the novel, moreover, most readers also realize 
that for kinbote the “extraordinary secret” (P, 215) of his homosexuality 
and that of Zembla are virtually indistinguishable.15

but this collapse begs three immediate questions: 1) why does 
nabokov make kinbote a homosexual in the first place; 2) why does 
kinbote’s homosexuality make him the object of ridicule and distrust 
by the campus community; 3) why does he cover his homosexuality 
with a narrative about a king deposed with the aid of the “ruddy rus-
sia of the soviet era” (P, 77)?16 admittedly, to phrase the questions 
this way invites an interrelated answer, but i do think that nabokov 
has kinbote construct a narrative so distrustful of chance that it of-
fers the illusion of linguistic control—the very illusion of control that 
homosexuality was seen to threaten during the 1950s.

Given nabokov’s well-known disdain for freud and his more sav-
age applicators, it is curious that he should endow kinbote with the 
battery of negative psychological traits suggested by the homophobic 
narrative descended from freud.17 kinbote is paranoid, megaloma-
niacal, disagreeable, jealous, petty, voyeuristic, and predisposed to 
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seducing boys and young men, all of which were understood by 1950s 
psychiatrists and psychologists as characteristic psychological traits of 
homosexuals. edmund bergler’s Homosexuality: Disease or Way of 
Life? (1956) is a representative example of mid-century thinking about 
homosexuality that identifies a short list of traits homosexual people 
are “imbued” with:

1. masochistic provocation and injustice-collecting;
2. defensive malice;
3. flippancy covering depression and guilt;
4. Hypernarcissism and hypersuperciliousness;
5. refusal to acknowledge accepted standards in nonsexual matters, on 
the assumption that the right to cut moral corners is due homosexuals 
as compensation for their “suffering”;
6. General unreliability, also of a more or less psychopathic nature.18

interested readers can find abundant examples of such traits in Pale 
Fire: kinbote undoubtedly has general “defensive malice” toward 
people he thinks have injured him, from shade’s protective wife sybil 
shade to Gerald emerald, the instructor who spurned his advances. His 
“hypernarcissism,” “hypersuperciliousness,” and “general unreliability” 
could be said to characterize the “foreword” and “Commentary” as a 
whole, and his remark on the penultimate page of the “Commentary” 
that “i have suffered very much, and more than any of you can imagine” 
(P, 300) implies an explanation for his moral corner-cutting. another 
psychologist, Gordon Westwood (1953), asserted the freudian notion 
that “[n]ot all homosexuals become even mild paranoids, but nearly 
all paranoids have repressed homosexual tendencies.”19 kinbote is 
nothing if not paranoid, for even by the “index” he is not “able, ow-
ing to some psychological block or the fear of a second G[radus], [to 
travel] to a city only sixty or seventy miles distant, where he would 
certainly have found a good library” (P, 309). Jess stearn begins his 
best-selling The Sixth Man (1961) with a lengthy catalogue of similar 
ills that accompany homosexuality, from jealousy-motivated murder 
to the indoctrination of boys, all of which culminates in the warning: 
“Homosexuals can be anybody.”20

i am suggesting, then, that nabokov is criticizing the sociopolitical 
implications of a pop-freudian understanding of homosexuality. This 
critique is evident not simply because he makes the paranoid kinbote 
homosexual but because he has kinbote displace homophobic logic 
with a political tale that reflects the norms of classic containment 
thinking (minus the homophobia). in his capacity as both sexual sub-
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versive and Cold Warrior, kinbote challenges what the homophobic 
narrative claimed a homosexual could be or do. The sociopolitical 
valences of homosexuality during the Cold War are by now an old 
story: throughout the 1950s and into the 1960s, homosexuals were 
dangerous because they could convert heterosexuals and because they 
were yoked in specific ways to Communist subversion.21 one finds a 
remarkable example of homosexuality being linked to subversion in 
the 1951 senate subcommittee report “employment of Homosexuals 
and other sex Perverts in Government”: 

The conclusion of the subcommittee that a homosexual or other sex 
pervert is a security risk is not based upon mere conjecture. . . . The lack of 
emotional stability which is found in most sex perverts and the weakness 
of their moral fiber, makes them susceptible to the blandishments of the 
foreign espionage agent. it is the experience of intelligence experts that 
perverts are vulnerable to interrogation by a skilled questioner and they 
seldom refuse to talk about themselves. . . . it is an accepted fact among 
intelligence agencies that espionage organizations the world over consider 
sex perverts who are in possession of or have access to confidential 
material to be prime targets where pressure can be exerted.22

according to the senate subcommittee, homosexuals are dangerous 
for the opposite reason that spies are dangerous: whereas spies craftily 
manipulate people and situations to glean information, homosexuals 
are weak-minded and emotionally fragile and are thus susceptible to 
the machinations of the subversively strong-willed. in the terms of 
the present study, then, homosexuals are not suitable for government 
employment because they are the sites of chance. The presence of 
homosexuals who “seldom refuse to talk about themselves” (is a better 
description of kinbote possible?) heightens the chance of subversion, 
which in turn threatens the fantasy of governmental control. To remove 
homosexuals from government office based on the vulgar freudian 
theories of bergler and others is thus to remove another possibility that 
the liberal democratic status quo would be subverted. Pale Fire, on 
the other hand, presents heterodox sexualities freed from the insistent 
conflations with treason.23

nabokov uses chance to question the logic of such homophobic 
constructions of sexuality descended from freud; by focusing at-
tention on how coincidence operates in Pale Fire, we see that the 
chance inherent in the novel’s shifting registers is controlled by both 
the driving narrative of kinbote’s Zembla tale and by the contain-
ment norms it reflects. There is a moment in Pnin (1957)—the New 
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Yorker sketches-turned-novel about another professor who appears 
at Wordsmith College—when the narrator remarks that a gas station 
attendant looks markedly like one of Pnin’s colleagues, “one of those 
random likenesses as pointless as a bad pun.”24 This pronouncement 
bears special significance to Pale Fire because it links the potential 
for real-life coincidences to textual or linguistic coincidences. for 
nabokov, in fact, it seems that part of a pun’s work is to suggest, even 
on the minute phonemic level, that in a fictional world all ostensibly 
chance moments are the work of an authorial guiding hand. in 1967, 
nabokov was questioned by alfred appel about coincidence. appel 
noted that “[s]ome critics may find the use of coincidence in a novel 
arch or contrived.” nabokov answered:

but in “real” life they do happen. . . . very often you meet with some 
person or some event in “real” life that would sound pat in a story. 
it is not the coincidence in the story that bothers us so much as the 
coincidence of coincidences in several stories by different writers, as, 
for instance, the recurrent eavesdropping device in nineteenth-century 
russian fiction.25

The response reminds us that coincidence depends on point of view: if 
mr. X chances to meet an old friend in real life, it is, from mr. X’s point 
of view, a coincidence, since it represents two apparently independent 
causal chains coming together. Coincidence, then, cannot exist without 
chance—it is a way of constituting meaning out of chance depending 
on one’s point of view.26 indeed, by the end of his response to appel’s 
question, nabokov shifts from what he calls “‘real’ life” to the textual; 
what concerns him is “the coincidence of coincidences in several stories 
by different writers.” it is not the mediocre novelist’s acknowledgment 
that both chance and coincidence exist in real life that annoys nabo-
kov but rather that popular nineteenth-century literary forms do not 
allow chance to exist in a fictional world. To exploit stock characters 
and other familiar devices is to create a world that is meant to be read 
in a single way, rather like the homophobic narrative that demanded 
homosexuality be read in the subversive way outlined above.

returning once again to Culler’s ideas about puns, it is doubly im-
portant that the arc of the Zembla narrative is described by kinbote’s 
invention of allusions and puns, an invention that seems to him proof 
of real-life coincidences. as i have said, kinbote writes over the ho-
mophobic narrative—which figures him as a political threat—with the 
Zembla narrative—which figures him as central to a stable government 
vulnerable to Communist-like extremists. despite its outward appear-
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ance of baggy monstrosity, kinbote’s “monstrous semblance of a novel” 
betrays an avid desire for control reminiscent of George kennan’s 
famous (and consequential) recommendation of containment and the 
subsequent cultural narratives it engendered: in kinbote’s necessarily 
delimited universe, accidents and chance encounters abound, as do 
linguistic and textual uncertainties, all of which form causal chains to 
Gradus’s accidental murder of shade (P, 86).27 What these numerous 
moments of circumstantial and linguistic chance amount to is not an 
imaginary world spun out of control, however, but rather one in which 
chance is introduced precisely so that kinbote may control and fit it 
into his narrative explanation of shade’s death. but by narrativizing 
chance, kinbote offers only the illusion of control—he attempts to order 
the inexplicability of shade’s death just as the homophobic narrative 
attempts to order the apparent inexplicability of homosexuality. in the 
end, kinbote’s control, like the control offered by the homophobic 
narrative, is illusory—it is a textual control that nabokov suggests has 
little relevance to what shade would call the “texture” of real life (P, 
63). indeed, shade’s poem “Pale fire” is in part a meditation on the 
existence and fertility of chance.

The line from Pnin about “one of those random likenesses as 
pointless as a bad pun” reminds one of brian boyd’s counsel to aspir-
ing nabokovians: “Whenever we hear something called ‘pointless’ in 
nabokov, we should look for the hidden point.”28 With this advice in 
mind, recall that, although shade is a Pope scholar, unlike his subject 
he will deign to pun. His poem “Pale fire” demonstrates that contrary 
to what Pnin’s narrator has to say, nabokov’s puns are hardly pointless. 
Written, as kinbote informs us in his “foreword,” on index cards from 
2 July to 21 July 1959 in new Wye, appalachia, an imaginary locale that 
resembles upstate new york, “Pale fire” is a collection of meditations 
on the suicide of shade’s daughter, Hazel, and on the poet’s own ripen-
ing age. The poem centers around both Hazel’s suicide and shade’s 
description of the events surrounding his short lecture position at the 
“institute of Preparation for the Hereafter,” an organization whose 
business it is to manage the ultimate unknown, death. for shade, 
the institute represents man’s attempt to grasp fully the wonders of 
the universe, a notion that seems to shade preposterous after a later 
epiphanic moment. He parodies this notion with a bilingual pun in 
the opening lines of canto three: 

L’if, lifeless tree! your great maybe, rabelais:
The grand potato.
 i.P.H., a lay
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institute (i) of Preparation (P)
for the Hereafter (H), or if, as we
Called it—big if!—engaged me for one term
To speak on death. (P, 52)

shade’s phonetic dexterity here works on several registers: not only 
does i.P.H. sound like “if,” but it also recalls the french L’if—yew 
tree, often associated with death; so thus “you, lifeless tree”; or “life, 
lifeless tree”—a cross-linguistic pun that points to a play on rabelais: in 
“the grand potato” we are meant to hear the “le grand peut-être”—the 
great maybe. for shade, this pun, bad or not, is certainly not pointless 
and in fact allows him to lampoon the idea that the uncertainties of 
death can be accounted for institutionally. in his gloss on the passage, 
kinbote groans over the slickness of the wordplay: “an execrable pun, 
deliberately placed in this epigraphic position to stress lack of respect 
for death. i remember from my schoolroom days rabelais’ soi-disant 
‘last words’ among other bright bits in some french manual: Je m’en 
vais chercher le grand peut-être” (P, 222). kinbote here perceives the 
explanatory power of puns that Culler articulates: although the narrator 
of Pnin associates puns with randomness, kinbote worries that shade 
has “deliberately placed” the pun to serve epigraphically for the whole 
of canto three—in other words, kinbote is put off by the pointedness 
of shade’s pun. The “grand potato” / “grand peut-être” pun does not 
seem to “stress lack of respect for death,” as kinbote insists, but rather 
stresses lack of respect for institutions—and, by extension, other man-
made endeavors—that are designed to explain away the mysteries of 
the universe.29 a pun is a perfect rhetorical strategy in this case, for its 
very unknowability makes it a metonym for the unknowability of life 
itself, a semantic instability that any i.P.H. should have a hard time 
categorizing, much less explaining.

shade registers the unknowability of death with a moment of 
pointed semantic instability, a significant move within the context of 
Pale Fire because nabokov is interested in proliferating a meaning 
that cannot be easily accounted for. but shade’s pairing also bears 
broader significance for the historical moment in which the novel 
was written. Without over-stressing this point, we might recall Tony 
Jackson’s thoughts on the psychic weight of death in the atomic age: 
“[b]ecause the nuclear ending will be absolute, . . . the idea of chance 
mushrooms into the Cold War mindset in general.”30 it is fitting that 
shade, participant in an “antiatomic chat,” should reflect not only on 
the chances of death but on the possibility of overcoming the “absolute” 
nature of death-as-ending (P, 49). although kinbote’s more radical 
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excursions into fantasy eclipse the semblance of real life manifest 
in shade’s new Wye existence, nabokov sets the action of his novel 
in the particular cultural moment in which the chance of a “nuclear 
ending” seems ever urgent. While new Wye is not a real place name, 
and Wordsmith College only resembles Cornell, the overt social issues 
and daily rhythms evident in “Pale fire” and the glimpses of campus 
life kinbote allows are very much of a specific time and place: shade 
is a frostian poet and family man who watches 1950s television with 
“Professor Pink,” an atomic bomb-denouncing campus Communist 
(P, 49); who mentions russian spies (P, 58); and who does his best 
to soften the ostrizication of kinbote-the-homosexual by the campus 
community (P, 266).31 Within this context shade composes his verse 
on death inspired both by the suicide of his daughter and by the ur-
gency of his own mortality. if we can accept the resemblance of new 
Wye to real-life america in the 1950s, then we might say that another 
reason for shade’s probing into the finality of death could be the acute 
cultural fear of global destruction made possible by the atomic bomb, 
a fear that contributed to the promotion of cultural narratives such as 
the homophobic one i have described.

as the careful flickers of ithaca in new Wye begin to attest, then, 
the universe of Pale Fire is a culturally-specific one, and nabokov al-
lows flashes of Cold War cultural context to shape the unreal world 
of Zembla. if the tale of Zembla obscures the politically-motivated 
homophobic narrative, then it explains why kinbote should invent 
a tale about a revolution-plagued northern land bordering russia.32 
kinbote appropriates the logic of containment by transforming the 
idea of foreign threat from Communists to extremists (Gradus and his 
cohorts) and figures shade and himself as the domestic front in need 
of protection. in this way he converts himself, nominally confined to 
the role of political threat by the homophobic narrative, into an anti-
subversive, into a Cold Warrior.

The tantalizing and tenuous connection between russia and the 
fantasy land that renders causally explicable shade’s death is appar-
ent in the very name of kinbote’s obsession. as mary mcCarthy was 
the first to note, Zembla can indeed be found on a map: “[T]here 
is an actual nova Zembla, a group of islands in the arctic ocean, 
north of archangel. The name is derived from the russian Novaya 
Zemlya, which means ‘new land.’”33 mcCarthy does not mention that 
during the late 1950s, novaya Zemlya did not merely correlate to the 
icy land evoked by swift and Pope, it was also a far-off place with a 
very particular political importance: the site where the soviets tested 
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their atomic bombs.34 in the spring of 1958, something like kinbote’s 
homeland populated newspapers in both new Wye and new york: 
“Japanese scientist said today that soviet nuclear tests last month had 
been carried out at novaya Zemlya island in the arctic ocean.”35 by 
november, a front-page article, “new soviet Tests of atom Weapons 
disclosed by U.s.,” pegged novaya Zemlya as the testing ground.36 it 
is fair to say, then, that nabokov’s readership in the early 1960s could 
have associated the name Zembla, if only vaguely, with the threat of 
nuclear war with its mother country, russia. With the palpable threat 
of the real novaya Zemlya in mind, it is clear that the revolution in 
kinbote’s onhava, however romantic and improbable, can stand in its 
texture as Communism’s threat to the status quo in america as well as 
Zembla. nabokov in fact insists on the resemblance between Zembla 
and a russian satellite state when he has kinbote return again and 
again to such a comparison.

although kinbote notes that Zemblans are “given to regicide” (P, 95), 
he also insists that he (as king Charles) had brought unprecedented 
order to the land: “Harmony, indeed, was the reign’s password” (P, 
75). kinbote goes on to explain how under his reign everything from 
the “polite arts” to medical care flourished—until, that is, its “gigantic 
neighbor” began inciting revolutionary ideals (P, 75). in this passage, 
kinbote names the neighbor as “sosed” (russian for “neighbor” and, 
according to boyd, “an echo of Sovietsky Soyuz, the soviet Union”), 
but at other points in the “Commentary” it is clear that the neighbor is 
russia.37 kinbote mentions the influence of russia on Zembla numer-
ous times: “When i was a child, russia enjoyed quite a vogue at the 
court of Zembla but that was a different russia—a russia that hated 
tyrants and Philistines, injustice and cruelty, the russia of ladies and 
gentlemen and liberal aspirations” (P, 245). by the time the hard-won 
harmony he had brought is challenged, kinbote associates the chaos of 
the Zemblan revolution with the soviet Union: “The royalists, or at 
least the modems (moderate democrats), might have still prevented 
the state from turning into a commonplace modern tyranny, had they 
been able to cope with the tainted gold and the robot troops that a 
powerful police state [“which,” kinbote elsewhere reports, “some 
say is russia” (P, 138)] from its vantage ground a few sea miles away 
was pouring into the Zemblan revolution” (P, 119). not only does 
the Zemblan revolution take place on 1 may 1958 (Communist may 
day), but when two russians descend on the royal Palace to find 
kinbote’s crown jewels, he remarks that “[s]omewhere an iron cur-
tain had gone up,” locating Zembla firmly within the soviet sphere of 
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influence (P, 131). With the Zemblan revolution, the power kinbote 
has over Zembla is shattered by Communist infiltration—the chaos in 
Zembla is a result of what kennan called the soviet Union’s “expansive 
tendencies,” a primary justification in his argument for containment.38 
The fruit of this revolution, as might be expected, is “gloom.” in the 
gloss for shade’s phrase “gloomy russians spied,” kinbote again draws 
a parallel between Zembla and russia: gloom “is merely the outward 
sign of congested nationalism and a provincial’s sense of inferior-
ity—that dreadful blend so typical of Zemblans under the extremist 
rule and of russia under the soviet regime” (P, 243). if the real-life 
strategic importance of novaya Zemlya as a russian stockpile of 
nuclear weapons is meant to be evoked in kinbote’s Zembla, then it 
explains why nabokov has kinbote catalogue the news items in The 
New York Times Gradus is reading, the first of which is khrushchev’s 
visit to Zembla (P, 274).39

With the story of Zembla and its revolution, kinbote is not only 
inverting the homophobia of Cold War american culture, he is also 
reproducing a narrative that legitimates anti-Communist fears of sub-
version. assuming kinbote’s Zembla narrative has little basis in the 
real world of Pale Fire, and that its textual existence in “Pale fire” is 
a product of coincidence, it is striking that he channels his madness 
into a version of the classic Cold War contest between Communism 
and democratic freedom. even more striking, perhaps, is that kin-
bote replaces democracy with a monarchy that centers around him, 
a governmental model that, for whatever else it does, offers kinbote 
freedoms unavailable to him in the United states. as we have seen, 
kinbote often confuses or conflates these two narratives so the open 
“secret” of his homosexuality (for everyone else) is masked by the “ex-
traordinary secret” of the Zemblan revolution (for kinbote). by reading 
the politically-motivated homophobic narrative against the obviously 
political revolution narrative, it becomes apparent that kinbote links 
the american homophobic narrative with Communist-like repression. 
in other words, kinbote’s fevered narrative exposes a contradiction in 
a cultural logic that both assigns pathological status to sexual practices 
outside the mainstream and that attempts to assert freedom from 
Communism by denying freedom of sexuality. ironically, however, 
though kinbote’s conflation amounts to a critique—by nabokov—of 
both Communism and the homophobic narrative, kinbote desires to 
integrate himself back into containment america by mimicking the 
function of an institution like i.P.H. and attempting to control the 
uncontrollable—shade’s accidental murder.
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Kinbote controls chance by replacing texture with text: the com-
plexity of life that Shade marvels at in “Pale Fire” is converted in the 
“Commentary” into a causal narrative designed to account for Shade’s 
death. Kinbote’s apparent textual control, however, is ineffective pre-
cisely because he fails to recognize the importance of wordplay or 
misprints or other chance moments. To state the obvious for a moment: 
a goal of academic commentary is to parse texts for connections—in 
his scholarship, Kinbote, like a Pynchonian paranoiac, draws impossible 
connection after impossible connection so that in the Zembla narra-
tive even accidents are explained and fitted into causal chains. This is 
the same civic logic invited by a government intent on exposing the 
connections between homosexuality and political subversion in order 
to reduce the chances of Communist infiltration and nuclear war. It 
thus makes sense that Kinbote resists anything not explicable by his 
scholarship/fantasy; in one of the mini-dramas that Kinbote relates, the 
differences between the poet and his commentator are evident:

	 shade: Life is a great surprise. I do not see why death should not 
be an even greater one.
	 kinbote: Now I have caught you, John: once we deny a Higher 
Intelligence that plans and administers our individual hereafters we are 
bound to accept the unspeakably dreadful notion of Chance reaching 
into eternity. . . . The demons in their prismatic malice betray the 
agreement between us and them, and we are again in the chaos of 
chance. Even if we temper Chance with Necessity and allow godless 
determinism, the mechanism of cause and effect, to provide our souls 
after death with the dubious solace of metastatistics, we still have to 
reckon with the individual mishap, the thousand and second highway 
accident of those scheduled for Independence Day in Hades. (P, 
225–26)

The first thing one might notice here is that chance is textually linked 
to the potential for political repression, for the “dreadful notion of 
Chance” recalls the “dreadful blend [of nationalism and inferiority] so 
typical of Zemblans under the Extremist rule and of Russia under the 
Soviet regime” (P, 243) and the “dreadful days” immediately following 
the Zemblan Revolution (P, 119). Beyond this correspondence, though, 
the exchange gets to the heart of Kinbote’s interactions with the world: 
having already confessed to losing himself in an “orgy of spying” (P, 
87), here Kinbote-the-suspect has “caught” Shade as any Communist 
hunter might catch a denier of Higher Intelligence. The “chaos of 
chance” is akin to the chaos introduced into Zembla by the Soviets and 
the potential chaos introduced into American society by homosexuals. 
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in order to avoid this chaos of chance, which is “unspeakabl[e]” and 
therefore textually uncontrollable, kinbote takes on the mantle of an 
i.P.H. or God or author so as not to appreciate life’s “topsy-turvical 
coincidence” (P, 63) as shade does but rather to manufacture those 
coincidences. in other words, kinbote’s suspicion of chance helps him 
transform from hunted to hunter.

once we attune ourselves to the presence of chance in the Zembla 
narrative, it becomes clear that kinbote includes accidents with the 
purpose of ordering them in his fantasy world; that is, he assigns ac-
cidents causal functions. The accidents contained within the Zembla 
narrative range from the off-hand and trivial to the momentous. in 
the former category one includes events associated with mortality and 
the “chaos of chance” such as the deaths of oleg, kinbote’s young 
lover, “in a toboggan accident” (P, 128) and his father, king alfin, in 
a flying accident (P, 103–4). in addition to such concrete accidents, 
the language of chance also pervades kinbote’s narrative, as for ex-
ample when the f leeing king is offered hospitality by a farmer and he 
implores the man “to accept an old gold piece he chanced to have in 
his pocket” (P, 141); of his wife disa, he writes that she “had to listen 
to the prattle of a chance visitor” (P, 211); when climbing the moun-
tains to “freedom,” he repeats to himself lines from a Goethe poem, 
“a chance accompaniment” (P, 239). more importantly, however—as 
we will see in detail below—Gradus himself is chance manifest, not 
only in the passing details of the “chance leaflets” that fall his way (P, 
232) but also in the textual association with him as a “caller” (P, 293) 
to the Goldsworth house that echoes kinbote’s earlier remark about 
how the house was architecturally inviting to a “chance caller” (P, 19). 
nabokov implies that the presence of this chance is precisely what 
thwarts kinbote’s attempts for God-like order, even when he tries to 
put his fantasies on paper: “[an invented ‘Pale fire’ variant] describes 
rather well the ‘chance inn,’ a log cabin, with a tiled bathroom, where 
i am trying to coordinate these notes. at first i was greatly bothered 
by the blare of diabolical radio music from what i thought was some 
kind of amusement park across the road—it turned out to be camping 
tourists—and i was thinking of moving to another place, when they 
forestalled me” (P, 235). Here the “diabolical radio” of the “chance 
inn” echoes kinbote’s statement a few pages earlier that “demons in 
their prismatic malice betray the agreement between us and them, and 
we are again in the chaos of chance” (P, 226). since kinbote cannot 
control everything that happens outside of Zembla, the chance demon 
of an irritating radio reminds him, and maddeningly so, that despite 
all his best efforts, he is failing to control chance.40
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The question, though, is why kinbote goes to these elaborate lengths 
to insist on the ostensibly accidental nature of Zembla—and especially 
of Gradus’s progress—when he is in the end controlling the narrative 
and its chance components. The short answer relates to the issue of 
point of view mentioned earlier; for example, neither Gradus nor his 
fellow conspirators think their coded language or discoveries of clues 
to kinbote’s whereabouts are subject to chance, since each side as-
sumes the other’s competence (P, 215–16). from kinbote’s point of 
view, however, we see that “Chance, in one of its anti-karlist moods,” 
is moving Gradus along, not the conspirators’ elaborate plan (P, 175). 
The only character in Zembla for whom chance can in fact have mean-
ing is kinbote, because, as i have said, he arranges chance events into 
a causal chain that brings Gradus to new Wye. retrospectively, then, 
kinbote converts the multiple chance events connected to Zembla 
and Gradus into a series of coincidences that lead to shade’s death—if 
we keep in mind, however, that kinbote is not a historian narrating 
actual accidents, then it is clear he is crafting a universe governed by 
chance from its creator’s point of view. but the very fact that he is 
the creator of this universe means that kinbote controls chance itself, 
forcing random acts and chance sightings to conform to a teleological 
picture. kinbote, in trying to bridge his God-like stance in Zembla to 
new Wye, uses the numerous “chance” events concerning Gradus to 
explain the “chance” event of shade’s murder, thereby becoming not 
only master of Zembla but of shade’s real world as well.

in addition to these relatively trivial chance moments in the Zembla 
and real life narratives, kinbote also includes major accidents that 
inform his whole story. Gradus himself could be read as chance incar-
nate; this is apparent when we learn that after Gradus was caught “[h]e 
insisted . . . that when he found himself designated to track down and 
murder the king, the choice was decided by a show of cards” (P, 150). 
The blind turn of a card makes Gradus an agent of chance. but just 
as kinbote orchestrates the accidents in Zembla, so too does he admit 
the possibility that Gradus’s card-draw was arranged, for he urges us 
not to forget “that it was nodo [“who cheated at cards”] who shuff led 
and dealt them out” (P, 150).41 like many other things in Pale Fire, in 
Gradus’s beginning is his end: his participation in the assassination plot 
hinges on drawing the “ace of spades” (P, 150); after Gradus shoots 
shade, “[kinbote’s] gardener’s spade dealt [Gradus] . . . a tremendous 
blow on the pate” (P, 294). Gradus, having been dealt the ace of spades, 
is now dealt for his luck the business end of a real spade.
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The counterpoint to kinbote’s willful control over chance in his 
“Commentary” is, as the passage about i.P.H. suggested, shade’s “Pale 
fire,” in which accidents are allowed to stand as “ornaments” (P, 63) 
that point to a metaphysical design that cannot be known. Written 
about a culture that linked chance to nuclear death, it is curious that 
in the climax of the poem a chance misprint should make “life ev-
erlasting” (P, 62) seemingly available for shade, only to then be fore-
closed when the mistake is revealed. shade’s epiphany is occasioned 
by a near-death experience in which he saw a white fountain; some 
time after he reads a magazine article about a woman who says she 
saw the same fountain in her own near-death experience. after shade 
investigates the matter, he discovers from the author of the article that 
“[t]here’s one misprint—not that it matters much: / Mountain, not 
fountain. The majestic touch” (P, 62). rather than wring his hands over 
death’s uncontrollability as kinbote does, shade uses the opportunity 
to recognize that the “texture” of life makes possible innumerable 
coincidences or matrices of meaning. He posits a “web of sense” that 
seems to destabilize the authority of institutional narratives such as 
the i.P.H.’s line on death:

life everlasting—based on a misprint!
i mused as i drove homeward: take the hint,
and stop investigating my abyss?
but all at once it dawned on me that this
Was the real point, the contrapuntal theme;
Just this: not text, but texture; not the dream
but topsy-turvical coincidence,
not f limsy nonsense, but a web of sense.
yes! it sufficed that i in life could find
some kind of link-and-bobolink, some kind
of correlated pattern in the game,
Plexed artistry, and something of the same
Pleasure in it as they who played it found. (P, 62–63)

it is indeed not accidental that nabokov has shade make the follow-
ing contrapuntal declarative: “life everlasting—based on a misprint!” 
for as the aging poet of the atomic age discovers, it is foolhardy to 
rely on “text” to explain the mysteries of a universe built on “plexed 
artistry” and “topsy-turvical coincidence.” The monumental misprint 
that momentarily convinces shade that he has the keys to the afterlife 
functions similarly to puns; recall that according to Culler puns “may 
help us to displace the opposition [between accident and substance] 
by experiencing something like ‘meaningful coincidence’ or ‘conver-
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gence that affects meaning,’ convergence that adumbrates an order to 
be comprehended or explored.” for shade, the misprint has meaning 
precisely because it is an accident with substance—the misprint cre-
ates a “meaningful coincidence” for shade not because he has had the 
same experience as another person but because he has had a unique 
experience that is nonetheless connected in the universe’s “web of 
sense.”42 because a misprint demands we attend to the volatility of 
text, it invites us to recognize what the text is pointing to, the real, 
irreducible world of “texture.”   

What my reading of Pale Fire ultimately suggests, then, is that there 
is more room for political work in nabokov’s linguistic wordplay than 
has been supposed; indeed it tells us that we should read nabokov’s 
aesthetics as enfolding rather than shunning political and social cri-
tique—not simply in Pale Fire but in all his mature novels. Just as 
Lolita’s “aesthetic bliss” contains a sober denunciation of Humbert’s 
thoroughly unethical behavior toward his fellow human beings, so too 
does Pale Fire contain a denunciation of kinbote’s behavior in the new 
Wye community.43 and yet beyond this critique of a man who annoys 
his community and engages in what nabokov would probably char-
acterize as unsavory sexual behavior, the whole of Pale Fire amounts 
to a denunciation of the cultural circumstances which made kinbote’s 
Zembla narrative not only possible but a necessary strategy for survival. 
for all of kinbote’s infelicities, it is the homophobic narrative which has 
assigned him pathological status in the first place, which has equated 
his sexual behavior with political treason, and against which he must 
position himself if he hopes to participate in a Cold War american 
community. nabokov’s answer to such apparently pandemic cultural 
narratives is the incorporation and exploitation of chance in its various 
forms, from linguistic chance (puns and misprints) to circumstantial 
chance (accidents and effects with unplanned causes), so that for all 
his elaborate narrative machinations, kinbote is in the novel’s final 
moments plucked from the perch of God-like coordinator and rel-
egated by the new Wye community to a mere “chance witness” (P, 
299). Thus the revelatory “retroactive clarification” once demanded by 
sergey’s diary entry is unavailable in Pale Fire; the chance moments 
in the novel, however aesthetically just and involutedly mimetic, are 
ultimately nabokovian plants that function to expose cultural narra-
tives as at best crude proxies for reality and at worst instruments of 
willful authoritarianism. 

Lafayette College
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40 When kinbote remarks he is trying to “coordinate” his notes, he alludes to the 
strange design shade sees at work in the universe: “Coordinating these / events and 
objects with remote events / and vanished objects. making ornaments / of accidents 
and possibilities” (Pale Fire, 63). but this coordinate mastery is again undercut by 
nabokov, as the very presence of actual chance in real life, from the minor demon 
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43 nabokov, “on a book entitled lolita” (1956), in The annotated Lolita, 314.




